Cisco Easy Pay for Safer Schools
Create a more secure learning environment without draining your budget.

Protect students and educators with comprehensive Cisco security solutions. Ensure that you have the most current technology with flexible migration options to help keep your schools secure.

Campuses today need more agility and access to the latest technology to stay ahead of physical threats and cyber attacks. It’s all about providing innovative teaching and learning experiences, while keeping your students, staff, and data safer and more secure. Cisco® technology lets you safeguard what’s important and deliver against your evolving imperatives. Cisco Easy Pay* has no upfront costs and offers predictable monthly payments to help you:

- Create productive learning environments where you can safeguard students, staff, and educators
- Protect student and faculty information, as well as intellectual property
- Obtain fast, continuous threat detection and full visibility into anomalous behavior, with security embedded across your network
- Easily and effectively communicate with staff, students, and parents in an emergency

*Participating country’s terms and conditions apply. Finance partner credit approval required.

Easy Pay details

Product eligibility
- All Cisco products and services

Availability
- Public sector customers in the United States, including schools, districts, colleges, and universities
How it works

Cisco Easy Pay

Get 0% financing over three to five years.

Depending on term length, pay only 90–95% of the hardware purchase price and 100% of the software and services (maximum of 70% of the bill of material).

At the end of the term, you can return the hardware, refresh the hardware, or purchase the hardware for the remaining 5–10% of the original purchase price.


Receive these unique benefits

**Equipment lifecycle management**

Help manage costs, meet operational demands, and avoid obsolescence with flexible migration options and simplified equipment disposal.

**Preserve cash**

Spread costs over time, preserve credit, and avoid a large cash investment.

**Lower costs**

Benefit from competitive rates and residual values to reduce your total cost of ownership and accelerate your return on investment.

One solution with predictable payments

Support the technology and security needs of your school, district, or college campus with predictable monthly payments.

Alternative source of funds

Gain access to additional funding, freeing up your budget to invest in other high priority initiatives.

Strategic approach to your investment

With flexible payment solutions, your investment can be viewed not as a cost, but as an opportunity to serve your communities and deliver against your evolving imperatives.

Ready to get started?

Contact Cisco Capital to learn how flexible payment options can deliver your Cisco Safer Schools solution: cisco_capital_americas@cisco.com

For more details on the Cisco Safer Schools solution, learn more here.